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Three hot and sexy dragon menage romances at the incredible price of .99 for a limited

time!Welcome to the world of dragons, fire-breathing enforcers of the shifter world who possess

special powers and do everything in pairs. Strong, sexy and unimaginably wealthy, the only thing

these dragons need is a sexy mate to complete their triads. Enjoy all three complete and separate

stories in a best-selling series with over 400 five star reviews!Double DragonsRan and Draven need

a mate now. As the black and gold dragons of their region, their very lives depend on finding the

right woman to complete their triad. And when they find and rescue Melissa, a quiet librarian who

has gotten in way over head trying to do the right thing, they know she&apos;s the one. If she

agrees to be their mate, she&apos;ll have full access to the men&apos;s hearts, wealth, and

incredibly generous love-making. But in return, she&apos;ll have to put everything on the line,

including her own life, as she enters the dangerous world that the dragons call home.Desired by

DragonsWhen Tara jumped into icy water to save a drowning child, she was expecting to die.

Instead, she wakes up to find that two tall, beautiful men with rare powers want her for their own.

Tara&apos;s intrigued by the dragons and the off-the-charts sexual chemistry she feels with them,

and agrees to spend a week figuring out if she can really belong in their world of magic and

adventure. But the dragons aren&apos;t the only ones who want Tara forever, and an obsessed ex

from her past may bring the dragons the biggest challenge they&apos;ve ever faced. Drake and

Quill will have to put the past aside and learn to work together if they want to attain their most

important goal: protecting their mate.Destined DragonsSterling and Gentry are the powerful leaders

of the New York dragons and still looking for the perfect mate. From the moment they meet the

brave, independent, and curvy Roxy, they&apos;re sure she&apos;s the one for them. Now they

just have to show her all the reasons she should be the mate of two sexy, capable dragon shifters

who live for nothing but to please her, while keeping her safe from the men still stalking her. But

while things quickly get hot between Roxy and her sexy shifters, evil forces are also building to

mount an attack. If the dragons want to protect Roxy from the most dangerous foes they&apos;ve

ever faced, they may have to make choices that could lose her forever.Warning: Each of the Dragon

books is a standalone novel with no cliffhangers and two sexy, stubborn dragons who might just

light your fire. However, each also contains adult-level sexiness and some intense action scenes

and is meant for mature readers only. Enjoy!
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The dragons and their partnerships were an interesting take on the usual tropes and provided most

of the conflict and incentive to keep reading, but the rushed relationships with their h feeling very

tacked on and almost unnecessary. Basically the romance aspects boiled down to: "Because you're

so spunky, you've got a week to decide if you like living here and getting sexy with two hot dragon

shifters. If you decide to stay we'll be cool with that, or you can decide you want to go back to your

old life and we're cool with that, too. Especially since in nearly every story one of us is pretty

resistant to the whole mating thing anyway. Up to you, no big deal either way... we'll just be over

here having a sandwich and bickering." That's not to say the stories weren't enjoyable... I truly

enjoyed watching the dragons sort out their misunderstandings and form stronger bonds with each

other. Quill was sweet, and I developed a soft spot for Sterling. I loved how sacrificing Ransom and

Draven were for each other. Quill and Drake's stubbornness and lack of communication was so

frustrating when all they wanted was to be there for each other. Sterling's inability to recognize

Gentry's loneliness despite his fierce loyalty and dedication made my heart ache. Now, I just wish I

could even remember what any of the women in the stories were named...

All 3 of the stories in this box set were very good as they had lots of sex scenes, fighting scenes,



fast-paced action & a good vs bad plot.Double Dragons was the 1st book & it had the Black & Gold

dragons who each had a vulnerability in each other but when their mate came along it wasn't a

vulnerability any more.Desired by Dragons has the Blue & Red dragons & the both of them were

very argumentative with each other & when their mate came along she not only got them to argue

less but got them to work together & tell each other what their was was afraid of.Destined Dragons

are the Purple & Silver Dragons who were the bosses of the other dragons. These 2 seemed to be

oil & water at 1st but their mate finally got them to mix & stay mixed.Again all of the stories in this

box set were very good they can be read as a standalone but, I don't think you would want to as

each of the Dragons are mentioned in the books themselves.

I don't give very many 5 star reviews but this one truly deserved it. I downloaded it through my

kindle unlimited account but after reading just the first story...I went back and bought it.The thing

that got me was the ending. I LOVED IT! The twist at the end was inspired and imaginative.

Knocked me flat on my....I'm not going to finish that sentence because I don't want to use words like

that in this review but you get what I mean. lol I'm not going to spoil it for anyone out there looking to

be surprised, so I'm just going to say this...you're reading the story thinking you know pretty much

how it's going to end but there ends up being a twist at the end that leaves you jumping up and

down shouting "Yeah! That's how you do it!"

I am not usually a were-dragon fan, but these dragons have totally changed my mind. Bolryder's

Dragons are wonderfully alpha yet poignantly tender. I started her series a bit backwards but I found

I liked it better that way. I don't mind teasers because I inevitably appreciate going back into the

story to understand the whys and how it happened even better. Probably because I'm a re-read. I

zoom through the story first and then go back for the nuances... Like the romantic phrases like

dragons you least expect to talk that way disarms you... Or the poignant self sacrifices of the heroes

and their mates. Highly recommend this series and get the series bundles now cuz they are an

amazing deal at 99Ãƒâ€šÃ‚Â¢!!

I think Terry does a great job not only writing about the specific characters in each of her books but

also creating an entire shifter world with the hierarchy and rules associated within. It makes more

sense than some of the other random shifter stories out there. Her characters and events in the

books are well thought out and very believable as far as sci-fi goes anyway.



How can you go wrong? These stories are super hot with a lot of action in them. Each story is about

2 male dragons meeting their mate and convincing them to join the dragons, making a perfect triad.

There is a lot that each group has to deal with, but I don't want to spoil the stories for you. If you like

a LOT of heat with the action as well as dragons, then this is a good series for you. If you have not

read Terry Bolryder before, then this would be a good place to start The Awakened Dragon series

takes place after this one, so read this first. Enjoy!

This box set was over way to soon!!! Each story left my mind realing. I've never read this kind of

series before. I was hesitant wondering if I would enjoy this kind of heat. If I would be turned off by a

three way adventure into free sex. But it was so well written I could see how the love and loyalty and

protection ran through each of them. I truly felt the power of their love. Mature reading for sure.

Venture out let yourself go trust this author to take you were you haven't gone before.

I always enjoy reading about dragons. And how they find their mates. This author is good at bringing

the readers into the stories so much they can't put the book down. Looking forward to starting

another series.
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